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reliel· be heard simultaneously wiih the said Rellre~:enlaticln. 
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JUDGMENT 

GLOSTER t JA: This Js an applicat:Lon by the platntiffs for leaY,re to ap'peal 
aga.:1,nst an interlocutory order made by the Bailj.ff, sit in cl'iarnbe.:("s 
on 3ro I]uly, 1997 ~ The order directed that a summons issued by the 

ffs on 23rd Hay, 1997 1 and which seeks an order that the Court 
5 has no jurisdiction to grant the relief claimed in the first defendant J's 

representation dated 7th Harch, 1997 f and that such rEpresentation be 
dismissed f should not be heard as a issue but as one of the 
issues to be determined at the hearing of the representation. 

10 On 3rd July the Bailiff also gave directions for the filing of 
further affidavits and the filing of ;skeleton arguments prior to the 
hearing of the representation. 

It is necessary to set out something of the background to this case 
15 which has spawned litigation both civtl and cr,irninal I do so from the 

pleadings and skeleton arguments but of course the various allegations 
of misconduct hav-e to be proved .. 

The plaintiffs, who at materlal times, traded as: the Troy Trust 
20 Service, and for this purpose I make DO distinction between the 

individual f are the investment managers. admin.istrators and; 
at least to some extent, trustees of certain investment programmes 
called the TTS and TTSF programmes~ The precise extent to which "the 

f or one or more of them, acted as trustees or otherwise owed 
25 fiduciary obligations and duties to investors and, if SOt whether under 

Swiss or Jersey LaYl, may well be issues in the 

35 

40 

45 

The amended Order of ,Justice alleges that the plaintiffs arranged 
for the investment of funds subject to the programmes in foreign 
exchange dealings, through facilities to be provided by the first 
defendant, Cantrade Private Bank Switzerland {Cr} LimJted y which I shall 
refer to as '!the bank!!, an indirect subsidiary of the Union Bank of 
Switzerla.nd Grot.1p of Zurich~ 

It is alleged by the plaintiffs that a Dr~ and Mrs~ Young and their 
companies were as agents on behalf of the plaintiffs to manage 
the foreign exchange and to give instructions to the bank in 
relation to such dealings. Although overall profits were 
reported to the plaintiffs in respect of such dealtngs, and the 
plaintiffs, in turn, reported such profits to investors, in fact 
consistent and substantial losses were incurred in respect of the 
foreign exchange dealings and consequently substantial sums were last 
investors ~ 

The plaintiffs allege that the bank is liable for the losses 
incurred an the basis~ inter alia" of constructive trust, equitable 
fraud f and breach of contract ~ 

The have also sued the accountants, Touche Ross! on the 
50 grounds that that firm audited and certified the 

result4 of tbe fora exchange i.ngs ted Young.l,s 
on behalf of the 1 but the present is 
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not in any way concerned tHith that part of the action as 
p.oss~ 

':rouche 

The plaintiffs.r amer-eled Order of ;Jus t:Lce cla:Lms damages and/ or 
5 not only in respect of investors / losses ainounting 

$27rn~ but also in respect of tbe plaintiffs" own a,lleged losses 
and future profits fOJ::" ccmm;!"ssion and other matters amounting 
$'18m~ 

to 
of 
to 

some 
past 
some 

10 Cantrade denies liability to the plaintiffs and contends that 
responsibility lies with Dr. Young andlor the plaintiffs and/or 
individuals ;.rho were officers of :ne plaintiffs andlor Touche Ross ~ The 
pla:i.ntiffs i' action is not in the form of an action by the plaint.iffs, as 
trustees, to recover trust monies on behalf of beneficiaries. Rather 

15 the case is put on the basis that the plaintiffs acquired title to the 
funds deposi ted by ,investors. The plaintiffs" advocates de net act for 
the investors or so the bank contends. Criminal prosecutions have 
recently been instituted in Jersey against Dr. Young, the bank and 
others and the Court understands that the criminal trial is due to be 

20 heard sometime in 1998 ~ It is conmon ground that the civ:Ll trial cannot 
be heard until after that date. 

The bank which1 as I have said f denies liability for the losses 
which investors have suffered T has decided to make an ex gratia offer to 

25 investors to oompensate them for their losses plus interest. The benk 
is not prepared to offer compensation to the plaintiffs for their own 
all loss of profits. These offers have been made by the bank 
directly in the case of those investors whose names and addresses it 
knows, but save through the meditLll. of press advertisement, the bank has 

30 not been able to communicate ,,11th the other Investors whose names and 
addresses it does not know~ 

'rhe suJJsequent procedural history of this matter is as fo110\'\75:; 

35 By a representation issued on 7th March! 1997 , the bank sought the 
appointment by the Court of the Viscount for the purpose of 
communicating or otherwise dealing with the bankTs open ar:r:ers~ In the 
alternative, the bank sought the appointment of the Viscount as 
administrator of the interests of the investors in J'ersey consisting' of 

40 their interest in the fruits of the action alternatively for tile purpose 
of protecting their interests in Jersey in respect of the action~ 

The first time that the representation came before the Royal Court 
was on 14th Narch when further cor..sideration of the matter was adjourned 

45 until 4th April and service of the representation was ordered on the 
plaintiffs and they were summoned to appear before the Court on that 
date~ The representation was immediately opposed by the issue by the 

on 1 st f 1997 I 0:: a summons seeking to strike out the 
bank's representation on the that it disclosed no reasonable 

50 cause of action, was scandalous, frivolous, or vexatious might 
udice, embarrass or delay the fair trial of the action or was 

otherwise an abuse of the process of the Court~ That summons was due to 
be heard before the Judicial Greffier on 29th Aprilf 1997. On 4th 
at the adjourned hearing of the bank"s representation the Royal Court 

55 ruled that the bankffs representation was not a action but an 
within the i' main action, gave directions for the 

filing of evidence in the representation! ordered that the deponent of 
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any afftdavit should be available for cross-examination at the request: 
of the other party, and ordered that the appl:lcation before the J'udiclal 
Greffier to strike out the representatton should itself be struck C\J.t 

and in the course of that hearing ,it appears that the Bail.:i"ff saj"d~ 

UIn the context of this case the ,]udicial Gx€f,fier has no 
jurisdiction to hear a summons to strike Dut a 
wJdch is before tl]e Court and f;lhic,1 has not been delegated by 
the Court to himil1 ... 

The Bailiff went on to say that, ; on that basis, the 
Court was striking out the plaintiffs' Stli11.iTICnS to strike cut. The Court 
refused the plaintiffs' leave to and the plaintiffs have not 
sought leave to appeal from that decision to this Court. 

On 23rd May, 1997, the plaintiffs issued a further sum.rnons which is 
the ect matter of this present application and which, as I have 
already said, sought an order that the Royal Court does not have 
jurisdiction to grant relief sought in the first defendant's 

20 representation and that according:y the representation should be 
dismissed~ 

It j<::' to be observed that the summons does not seek in terms the 
out of the representation bu:: ra\:ner a declaration f in effect, 

25 that the Court has no jurisdiction to make the relief sought~ 

As I have already said, the case came on for hearing before the 
Bailiff in chambers on 3rd July wten, after hearing argument, he 
directed that the summons should not be heard as a preliminary issue but 

30 rather as one of the issues to be determined in the bank's 
representation~ 

We have been told that a date has now been fixed in December" 
for the of the and the iff,;;' SUl!Ullons with 

35 an estimated three for the hearing, the estimate having been 
pro\tided the 
advocate.. The 
Bailiff and seek 

bank's advocate and not opposed by the plaintiffs' 
seek leave to appeal that decision of the 

an order that the dates for the of the bank's 
representation be set aside and that the plaintiffs' summons alone be 

40 heard on the date originally fixed for the hearing of the bank's 
representation and consequentially the Bailiff's order for service of 
evidence in relation to the representation be suspended~ 

In his admirably concise argument on behalf of the plaintiffs, 
45 Advocate Sinel submitted that the Bailiff/s decision was y wrong 

and that accordingly this Court sho~ld intervene to order that the 
f summons should be heard in effect as a preliminary issue, 

prior to the full of the bank's representation~ In support of 
this submission Advocate Sinel, in summary, submitted as follows; 

50 First, that the Bailiff at no time directed his mind to the conflicting 
merits of the two applications and in particular to the fact that the 
bank?s representation is doomed, as Advocate Sinel contends, to failure~ 

that the Bailiff take account of the 
55 fact that iifs; summons as to the of the 

Court can be dealt with in a and sumuary way in about h~lf ~ day, 
as he contends~ without the need to refer to any of the voluminous 
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evidence filed in the representation and without the need for cross
examination of the deponents~ In addition; Ad\TOcate Sinel submits that 
that course would obviate the need to burden the plaintiffs with the 
heavy costs of a leng'thy hearing vib.1ch cou.la amount to some fi'9r e to ten 

5 days if the representation proceeds w 

Third, Advocate Sinel submits that the Bail:tff had failed to take 
account of the fact that the had, upon two occasions, taken 
proper- steps to challenge the validi of t.he bank~s representation and 

10 that the Court had declined to entertain the application~ 

1 5 

In my judgment this is not an approprL:'lte case in ~.Nhich to grant 
leave to and my reasons can be summarised as follm'ls: 

First, the decision whether the plaintiffs' summons in 
effect a declaration lllaL the Royal Court has no jurisdiction to grant 
the relief sought in the bankfs representation should be heard at the 
same time Cl.S the representation. or as a preliminary issue prier to the 
hearing of the bank's , was a procedural decision as t.o El. 

20 case management matter. There is well established authority for the 
proposition that such a matter rests fairly and squarely within the 
discretion of the judge in control of the proceedings, with whom an 
appellate court should not lightly interfere and whose decision the 

25 

30 

appellate court: should respect unless plainly wrong; 

Templeman at p~493; 
p.117. 

[1992] 2 All ER 
see, for example, 
486 EL, per Lord 
[1989] JI,R °111 at 

Second I on the matectal before him, the Bailiff in my j was 
entitled to come to the conclusion that it was more sensible to 

treat the jurisdictional point raised in the plaintiffs' summons as 
merely one argument that had to be considered in the context of the 
bank's representation as a whole and not as a separate issue~ He was 
entitled to form the view, particularly in the light of the position 

35 by the bank's advocate, that it might well be necessary for the 
Court to consider the evidence and the facts upon which the 

was baSed in order to determine the jurisdicti.on issue -
in other wards that it was necessary to look at the detail of the 
factual material to ascertain not vlhether as a matter of discretion 

40 an order should be made but whether the Court had power to do SO~ 

Third; likewise, in my judgment p the Bailiff was perfectly ent:L tIed 
to form the view that the determination of the representation, including 
the plaintiffs' jurisdictional point, would not require and indeed 

45 should not require. lengthy cross-examination of deponents, or the 
resolution of wholly disputed factual matters that should more properly 
be left to trial. 

This has been confirmed in this Court by the submissions made 
50 Advocate for the bank who has stated that the bank?s position 

is that it is unnecessary for there to be cross-examination on the 
affidavits or a resolution of contested allegations of fact for the 
purpose of the The bank has stated in submission that 
it does not intend to cross-examine the ffst deponents at the 

55 of Any concern therefore that the 
of the might turn into a mini-trial of issues that ~vil1 
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arise in the main action can properly be dealt >;,;rith by the Bailiff in 
his managamen,t of the hearing of the representation~ 

Fourth, I see no reason for criticism of 
the merits er demerits of the 

the Bailiff for not 
in the context 

of this 'I'hat would, 2:1 effece I have involved a of 
the plaintiffs' surnmons~ 

Fifth/ I see no basis for any criticism of the Bailiff in respect 
10 of the third complaint raised Advocate Sinel. The earlier se 

Summons had been dismissed on procedural grounds and had not been 
further pursl,J,ed by the As to the second summons, the Roya,l 
Court has not declined to entertain that applj.cation and the SUInmons has 
not lost its effect by not heard as a preliminary issue. The 

15 jurisdictional point remdJ.u.-s a point to be considered at the of 
the representation~ In all the C.i:E:--cumstances I see no reason whatsoever 
for interfering in a decision that t as a case management matter, was 
clearly within the Bailiff's discretione Accordingly, I would 
this application for leave to appeal. 

Cl-...RLISLE, ,lA: l"or the reasons that have been 
to add. 

BELOFF If .lA: I also agree for the same reason m 

f I agree and have 
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